BALANCING
GLOBAL
EFFICIENCY &
LOCAL
ADAPTABILITY
FOR AN
EVOLVING
WORKFORCE

ADRENALIN, THE GLOBAL HR SOLUTION,
DISCERNS THE NEED OF ORGANIZATIONS TO
ACHIEVE BALANCE BETWEEN GLOBAL SCALE
EFFICIENCY AND LOCAL ADAPTABILITY FOR
THEIR BUSINESS.
While organizations are driven with strategic imperatives to achieve desired business results
across the globe, it is essential for them to understand the local practices and adhere to the local
laws. In order to gain momentum in global market, organizations need to develop the competitive
advantage by identifying and deploying human capital which understands the core values of the
organization and is also aware of local intricacies. This is possible if organization has global HCM
solution in place which is flexible, scalable, unified and comprehensive in functionality to maintain
global standards.
Adrenalin, the Global HR solution, assists organizations to build their global capabilities by
streamlining their HR process. Adrenalin assures that the client organization achieves the right
balance between compliance to local HR frameworks and global core values of the organization.
Our experts specialize in understanding the business value and try to mirror it by mapping the
business process to right HR technology solution.

SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH FOR GLOBAL HR
OPERATIONS
In order to stay competitive and successful, it is imperative for organizations to have accurate
centralized data about their global workforce. Adrenalin enables HR leaders by providing centralized employee data for better control and quick policy enforcement. Critical insights drawn from
this centralized data about the global workforce help in executing strategy to attract, retain and
develop talent.

SCALABILITY
In fast paced business environment, organizations poised to grow identify the opportunities to
scale their business. In order to scale the business they need technology which can support their
business needs. Adrenalin’s robust HR solution makes it favourite for organizations who seek
solution which can address scalability issue. Adrenalin is capable of handling large number of
users. It’s intuitive and easy to learn nature assures rapid adoption by the users.

MULTI-LANGUAGE SUPPORT
Adrenalin can be configured in various languages to help HR streamline and simplify
administrative tasks. With Adrenalin, employees can transact in a language they are
most comfortable in resulting in improved efficiency. It helps global organizations
manage local resources with ease. Many of Adrenalin’s clients are enjoying the
multi-language capability to meet the demands of a global organization. Adrenalin
offers multi-language support in English, Dutch, German, Spanish, Italian, French, Arabic,
Norwegian, German and Portuguese to meet the local language requirement.

EXPERTISE IN GLOBAL
IMPLEMENTATION
Adrenalin has proven methodology of implementation called GLARM (GLobal Adrenalin
Rollout Methodology), that is used to roll out Adrenalin effectively and help customers
derive benefits in a shorter time frame. GLARM methodology is a structured process
through which an implementation is taken through multiple phases and each phase has
a clear entry and exit criteria leading to an accountable implementation execution.
Adrenalin

has expertise in handling multiple thousands of employees for large

corporations spread across geographies in Africa, Asia Pacific, Middle East and US
featuring thousands of employees.

GLOBAL PAYROLL
Adrenalin Payroll software is a product created with the help of various country payroll
domain specialists. It synergizes the best of features, functionalities that ensures
implementing compensation practices of leading industries. Adrenalin Payroll software
is compatible with the Payroll and Statutory Compliances in 24 countries in Asia Pacific,
Middle East & Africa. It has the flexibility to be configured in the country of choice.

LIST OF COUNTRIES WHERE ADRENALIN PAYROLL SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE
WITH PAYROLL AND STATUTORY COMPLIANCES
Australia

India

Philippines

Thailand

Bahrain

Indonesia

Qatar

Turkey

Brunei

Iraq

Saudi Arabia

UAE

China

Kuwait

Seychelles

Uganda

Ghana

Malaysia

Singapore

Vietnam

HongKong

Oman

Taiwan

Tanzania

ADRENALIN HRMS & PAYROLL
COMPLIANCE ACROSS THE GLOBE
AMERICA

APAC

EMEA

EMEA

Argentina

Maldives

France

Qatar*

Brazil

Malaysia*

Gabon

Romania

Canada

New Zealand

Germany

Russia

Chile

Papua New Guinea

Ghana*

Rwanda

Colombia

Philippines*

Greece

Saudi Arabia*

Mexico

Singapore*

Iraq*

Senegal

Panama

South Korea

Ireland

Seychelles*

Peru

Taiwan*

Italy

South Africa

USA

Thailand*

Ivory Coast

Spain

Venezuela

Vietnam*

Kazakhstan

Tanzania*

APAC

EMEA

Kenya

Tunisia

Australia*

Angola

Kuwait*

Turkey*

Bangladesh

Azerbaijan

Mozambique

UAE*

China*

Bahrain*

Namibia

Uganda*

Fiji

Belgium

Netherlands

UK

Hong Kong*

Brunei*

Nigeria

India*

Cameroon

Norway

Indonesia*

Republic of Congo

Oman*

Japan

Eritrea

Poland

List of countries where Adrenalin HRMS is present, *Payroll Compliance

ADRENALIN IS SMAC READY
Adrenalin is designed with ‘usability’ in mind. Adrenalin is Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud
ready.

In first-of-its-kind for HR software applications, Adrenalin’s ‘Jonction’ is an enterprise

social engagement & collaboration platform that allows employees to connect, communicate
and collaborate breaking location barriers. Adrenalin’s mobile offering delivers an experience
that makes workforce decisive and smart. It allows employees to be in constant touch with
business irrespective of where they are and function in a manner that’s seamless and effective.
Through its Analytics, Business Leaders can demystify or classify information to take informed
decisions and drive smarter business strategies with ease.

EASE OF INTEGRATION
Global expansion needs a robust IT
infrastructure with all solutions integrating
perfectly to deliver the desired results.
Adrenalin understands this and is designed in
a way that it can be made to work seamlessly
with most major ERP, Finance and Payroll
systems that may be currently running. With
Adrenalin as a primary portal front-end,
integrating with all other IT investments at
the back end, users have the benefit of a
single, intuitive virtual workplace to better
manage

key

functional

and

business

processes, communication and knowledge.

UNIFIED TALENT
MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION
The biggest challenge faced by all global
organizations today is to build and sustain
strong talent pipelines. Businesses need to
adjust

to

shifting

demographic

and

workforce preferences and they also need to
build new capabilities and revitalize the
organization to face the challenges from the
competitors. Adrenalin's Talent Management
Solution offers unified talent management
solutions

with

expanding

to

Performance

detailed
Talent
Alignment

functionalities
Acquisition,
and

Talent

Development. This module serves as a
central online talent management tool that is
easy to use to identify the right talent,
manage and nurture the talent for a globally
spread workforce.

KEY PRODUCT
HIGHLIGHTS
Adrenalin Global HRMS enables the
standardization of HR processes and
best practices, it empowers workforce
by making it a mobile enabled
workforce and provides managers
with the global view of their workforce.
Adrenalin framework comes with the
following powerful features:
Powerful organization structure
management tool
-------------------------------------Powerful workflow engine that lets an
organization configure any number of
levels of workflow routing
-------------------------------------Powerful role framework and security
that helps in information going to the
authorized people in the organization
-------------------------------------Powerful message configuration that
lets you setup E-mail notifications to
suit your organizational needs
-------------------------------------Powerful portal section that lets you
communicate with employees and
also publish reports on dashboards
-------------------------------------Flexible architecture that allows for
hosted as well as on-premise model
of running Adrenalin application

BRIEF ABOUT ADRENALIN
Adrenalin is a Global HRMS Product Company which automates processes designed
to boost productivity. It maximizes profits by effecting rapid savings by optimizing
human capital with intelligent working systems. It delivers next generation enterprise
applications for Human Resources, Payroll, Employee and Manager Self Service,
Workflow automation and much more. Adrenalin is Social, Mobile, Analytics and
Cloud ready. Globally 700+ clients in 33+ verticals across 65+ countries have realised
the value of human potential with Adrenalin.

Adrenalin eSystems Limited
Corporate Office: 6th Floor, Next Level Buildings, Intellect Design Arena, East Wing,
Plot No. 3/G3, SIPCOT IT Park, Siruseri, Chennai - 600 130, Tamil Nadu, India.
+ 91 44 3988 2345 • info@myadrenalin.com
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